Abstract -The safety is of much importance in sea transport for ships. This paper proposes a new way to enhance the sea objects' images that have low contrast based on extended BEMD (bidimensional empirical mode decomposition). The zero-mean waves are added and subtracted for image decomposition instead of the zero-mean random Gaussian noises as assisted signals. The new proposed method has the better performance in time-cost and complexity. After the decomposition of image to IMFs by the extended BEMD, the details and luminance of these sea objects' images as well as color are modulated to enhance the degraded sea objects' images. The efficiency of the proposed method is shown by some experiments.
Introduction
Enhancing the degraded images is an important problem in vision and has many applications [1, 2] . For example, we often analyze the sea objects in fog or other bad weather to determine how many objects and what objects in the sea. In ship training and transport, the ships should see each other or other objects such as hills for the safety. Before analysis, the sea objects' images in sea have to be enhanced because of degradation. Such degraded images often lack visual vividness and offer a poor visibility of the scene contents. This effect may be an annoyance to undermine the quality of needed images. These effects result in a loss of contrast that is characteristic of poor visibility conditions. Many algorithms are available for enhancing image contrast such as [3] - [7] . Of these algorithms, perhaps the best one is the histogram equalization. Histogram equalization and its variants may be applied locally but low spatial frequencies are then lost.
In the paper we present a new method to enhance this type of images given a single image as an input. We achieve this by new image decomposition, extended bi-dimensional empirical mode decomposition (extended BEMD), to restore the details and colors that have been degraded for under water images.
EXTENDED BEMD
The empirical mode decomposition (EMD) has been developed as a valuable time-frequency-magnitude resolution tool for non-stationary signals and been widely explored [8] .
And with the development of EMD, the bi-dimensional empirical mode decomposition (BEMD) come into being and get more and more applications such as [9] - [13] . First, review the classical BEMD.
A. Classical BEMD 
, turn to step (1). After the sifting process of steps (1)- (9), one has
B. Extended BEMD
(1) From the extrema of image ) , ( y x f and the information obtained in section C to construct the wave image ) , ( y x f a .
(2) Add the wave image
is not a eligible residue, then set
Similarly with [6] , considering the ASBEMD approach and the relation ) , 
In the same manner, we have 
Also, we know that Moreover, we compare the time cost with the classical ASBEMD defined in [6] , and table 1 is the result. Now we find that the Extended BEMD save more time, and the timecost of the proposed method is fixed, which is unlike the changing time-cost of the method in [6] with the variance changing of noises. Note that the comparison setting is the same as that of [6] . . However, in order to remove the assisted signal wholly from the IMF, the whole assisted signal must be included in only one IMF, and thus empirically the local frequencies of the assisted signal ) , ( y x f a are not less than the local max frequencies at least, and the decomposition efficiency will be better. Otherwise, the assisted signals cannot be removed wholly from the according IMFs. Therefore, we can construct the wave image with the similar method as that in [5] .
Image Enhancement for Sea Objects

A. The enhancement Algorithm
A new enhancement method based on extended BEMD is proposed for image enhancement in this paper. This enhancement method is based on the decomposition of extended BEMD described above. As one new and developing decomposition method, the most important thing of Extended BEMD involves finding out its valuable applications in image processing. In addition, instead of complex nonlinear transform as other enhancement methods in spatial domain, here only a simple linear transform is adopted to enhance the images. After decomposition, we get the result defined in equation (1) . The enhanced image ) ,
where 0.2 5 
B. Experiments in Image Enhancement
In fig.1 , there are some examples of enhancement results for different parameters compared with other methods to enhance images. Clearly, the details manipulation is mainly performed by l  and the whole luminance manipulation is mainly exhibited by  , respectively. In color images, the three channels, R, G and B, are operated separately in the same manner. Clearly, compared with other methods, our enhancement results have better detail boosting and less artifacts (also see fig.2 ), and the sea objects can be seen more clearly.
Conclusions
A new enhancement method based on extended BEMD is proposed for image enhancement of sea objects in this paper. This enhancement method is based on the proposed decomposition of our extended BEMD described above. Rather than using the Gaussian noises as assisted signals, the zero-mean waves are adopted for image decomposition. The time-cost is greatly reduced (see table 1 of the reduction of time cost) with the similar decomposition performance. Then the assisted waves are used to decompose the image to IMFs by BEMD. One can manipulate the details and luminance as well as color to enhance the degraded images. The efficiency of the proposed method is shown via experiments of sea objects. This method will be very useful for the safe transport in sea.
